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This first-ever published collection of writings by Dr. Ibrahim Karim reflects the holistic essence of

his worldview. Dr Karim is the founder of the Science of BioGeometry in the early 1970s.

BioGeometry is the science that uses shapes, colors, motion and sound to induce harmony into the

subtle energy qualities of the environment. At the core of this harmony is a subtle energy quality

found in the transcendental centers of the forming process of nature and is the main quality in

sacred power spots of humanity that give a spiritual dimension to the timeless monuments erected

since the dawn of humanity. With his experience as an architect and a scientist Dr. Karim has

synergized aspects of Pythagorean Harmonics, Subtle energy sciences, Radiesthesia, Geobiology,

Building Biology, Sacred Architecture &amp; modern wave theories to produce a new Physics of

Quality from which the science of BioGeometry emerged. *BioGeometry bridges science and

spirituality to produce a natural harmony into the environment. *BioGeometry provides a viable

solution in transforming the quality of the effect that electromagnetic radiation has on living systems.

Successful projects in Switzerland in collaboration &amp; acknowledgment of Swiss authorities

prove its efficiency to take our modern science into the future. *BioGeometry provides new solutions

to Earth Radiation, which is a serious health hazard if not acknowledged in the location and design

of our buildings. * A new energy-quality-based analysis of the Great Pyramid in Giza, reveals new

knowledge on the foremost of the wonders of the world and on the essence of the great Ancient

Egyptian civilization.
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Dr Ibrahim Karim is one of the outstanding leaders in the field of form and energy. Having taken the

BioGeometry (TM Foundation Class from Dr. Robert Gilbert in the US of Dr Karims principles, this

field is exciting and very relevant to our times. We have a chance to learn these very ancient

principles behind how to design structures so that life supporting energy automatically is generated

other than the default killing energies from microwaves, cell towers, etc. This is not pseudo science,

it is meta science and mainstream science is on the verge of discovering what the Ancients and Dr

Karim had known. Highly recommended.

I find it hard to even begin to explain all the wisdom in this book. Reading it felt like I took a giant

leap upwards in understanding our world in a combined scientific/spiritual way.So many questions

as to why the Ancient Egyptian/Native Peoples did things in ways that seemed pointless to me as

someone raised in a modern society, suddenly made perfect sense. Dr. Karim blends the two world

views giving us the science behind the rituals so that we in our modern world can heal what

threatens to destroy us.Every chapter gives another `ah ha' moment until I felt like my head would

explode. All I can say is that Dr. Karim is working from a genius level and this book can change your

whole world view for the better. Here are a few of his explanations as to the mystery of what our

ancient ancestors knew and practiced.Dr. Karim has coined the word BioGeometry as the geometric

energy that produces the higher golden harmonic of the divine. It's the what the alchemists were

looking for when they turned base metals into gold. The idea being that an alchemist, through the

divine energy coming down to him from heaven, through his pituitary gland, would mix through with

his intention, along with ritual and the energy of heat(mixing in a pot over a fire) would produce a

nugget of gold.At least this is how I understood the process. Dr. Karim provides us with a picturorial

of this process which makes it easier to understand. From what I gathered, the whole reason for

turning base metal into gold, was to see if the alchemist(a spiritual seeker) had made the grade.If

he/she couldn't make gold, then his energy wasn't not high enough. He being a pure enough

channel for the divine energy coming down to him. I always wondered why a spiritual seeker would

care about making gold, and now, through Dr. Karim's book, I understand.Dr. Karim explains how

we live not `on' the earth's body, but rather in her body. Just as we have different layers to our body,

so too, the earth has not just her physical body, but also in her aura which can be seen from space,

her mental, emotional and spiritual bodies.How we affect the earth is through our mental, physical

and spiritual bodies as we dwell within the great being that we call the earth. As much as I hate to

give credence to mega-church preacher who claim that every earthquake/tornado and flood is



caused by the `sin' of whichever group the church is against, there is some merit to the idea that

what we think and do, surely does affect the earth.We can't expend our mental energy hating

groups of people that don't fit with what we believe to be right, and expect that group energy not to

be picked up by the earth's mental energy. It's obvious to most that a roomful of people can affect

the energy in the room for positive or negative, or we wouldn't have churches, mosques and

temples.On a more grand scale, our current civilization could be thought of as an alchemical

experience. We have a base metal(man is made of carbon), that is put under intense

pressure(which causes heat) stirred by a spiritual seeking person(we've had lots of spiritual

teachers and in fact, we probably have many unnamed just going about the business of living),

while the divine pours down to initiate the reaction. Could we turn this age into a golden age?Is this

what the sages have been trying to tell us?The idea of the earth being a living being with different

layers to her body, is why the ancients knew that certain shapes would affect her to the benefit of all

those living on her. Like acupuncture on a global scale, pyramids and standing stones of

granite(which is filled with quartz which conducts electricity)were set at certain places on the earth

to stabilize and help bring the earth to maximum health.I loved this book and will be one of those

special books that I reread over time to fully grasp Dr. Karim's amazing concepts.

Back To a Future for Mankind is a gift for all interested people. Within the information found in the

book are keys to make one's environment nourishing for all living beings. Whether a person is

looking for design enhancements for home, workplace,farms or gardens, this book is a treasure

trove of information, versatile enough to satisfy professionals as well as people seeking new

perspectives. Dr. Karim has many talents, one of which is to explain complex principles in down to

earth ways. This book is a great read and an excellent reference book to have on hand.

I didn't really learn as much as I would have liked, based on the reviews of the book. Though I do

know now how devices, such as q-link supposedly get their science from. I tried one such device

and it only had a mild effect. The explanations behind why this "technology" works is for the most

part theoretical and does not fully convince my logical mind. I wouldn't be surprised if someone

came up with a totally different explanation of how or why this works. Is negative green the same

thing has shar chi energy in feng shui? Orgone/ether energy?The science behind this field is so new

that it really is not explained that well. There is some science in this book, but it is poorly correlated

with the explanations of how biogemetry works. He does not explain very well how he obtained his

numbering system. And the shape systems, some of which, contradict what is found in feng shui.It



could be, for example, that these biogemetric devices does not affect the electromagnet spectrum of

certain devices at all, but instead harmonizes the etheric/feng shui field in an area, which causes the

positive effect in people, which could explain the positive effect that people have had. Until

equipment is developed to prove his theories, I remain skeptical of his explanations, despite the fact

that biogeometry may do some overall good for people.
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